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Thinking about your own care, removing yourself
from your roles as a professional or parent...

• Have you been asked to provide a clinician or
clinicians with ideas for improving the care that
they provide to all patient?

• Have you been involved in creating or implementing
solutions to an identified issue?

Learning Objectives

• Describe one example of how care centers in a
large Learning Network have gotten started co-
producing improvements in clinical care with
patients and parents

• Identify one potential goal related to coproduction
with patients in the clinical setting
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By the end of this talk:

• You will know what I mean when I say co-
production

• You will be able to share at least one example of
how centers in another collaborative quality
improvement network got started with
coproduction at the local level

• You will have ideas for setting 90-day goals related
to coproduction at your center

Think big!

Discuss with one person at your table…

What would you like to say about partnership and
working together with parents/families in your care

setting that you can’t say today?

What is the biggest barrier to getting there?

SP20: Changing the Outcome Together

THE JAMES M. ANDERSON CENTER
FOR HEALTH SYSTEMS EXCELLENCE
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THE JAMES M. ANDERSON CENTER FOR HEALTH SYSTEMS EXCELLENCE

Vision
• To be the catalyst for improving child health

Mission
Serve as trusted and effective partners to:
• Achieve unprecedented outcomes, experience, safety and

affordability at Cincinnati Children’s
• Help Cincinnati’s kids to be the healthiest in the nation
• Create new knowledge and accelerate its application into

practice and policy
• Cultivate learning health systems
• Develop leaders for health system transformation

8

92 Pediatric GI Centers92 Pediatric GI Centers

Spring 2007
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Clinical remission rate in CD and UC
PGA = Inactive (Physician Global Assessment)
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They all have a story.

AND they all have  knowledge,
ideas, and talents that will help

improve care.

“Co-production.” Is that more QI
jargon?

Maintaining community
aesthetics and health
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Working to improve schools
together

Other Examples?

It’s really pretty simple:

• It’s producing things—in this case improvements in care
and outcomes—together.

Co-production is patients, families, clinicians, and
researchers collaborating as equal and reciprocal

contributors to produce information (e.g., clinical data,
patient reported outcomes), knowledge (informal

insights and formal research), and know-how (expertise)
to improve healthcare and health outcomes.
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Co-production is a way of thinking and way of
doing – it’s a culture change

There is no single way to embed co-
productive practices – it takes creativity &

tailoring approaches to your site

The idea must be embraced as a priority by
service providers and service users.

Communication – honest about expectations

Trust -- leads to changes in well-defined roles
for patients and professionals

Relationships & Reciprocity – “You need me”
becomes “We need each other”

Clinician = Care Giver

Patient = Care Receiver

Everyone = Care Improver
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Using QI tools to make it simple

Key Drivers of Co-production

• Meaningful and varied opportunities
• Awareness of opportunities and how to participate
• Culture values coproduction
• Contributors have skills they need
• Mutual respect for expertise and experience
• Opportunities to learn from success and failures

Nursing is the Perfect fit for
Coproduction!

• You are often the ones who have most contact with
family

• You take part in human-to-human discussions
• Many inpatient and clinic settings provide

opportunity know kids over time
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Coproduction at the
network level

People: Driven by Generosity,
Experience, and Collaboration
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Parent Working Group: Professional Experience

Nurse
Camp director

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

WRITER AND EDITOR

Realtor

Foundation director

OPERATIONS SPECIALISTStatistician

Why I participate
• I hate being sick.
• I trust my doctors.
• I want to help my doctor help me.
• I want answers to difficult clinical

questions based on facts, not
hunches.

• I want to help make pediatric health
care participatory.

• I don’t want other young people with
IBD to feel as if their care is beyond
their control.

Lead Parent Partner

Parent Leadership Council
Assistant Lead Parent

4 Subcommittee Chairs
2 members at large

Meets monthly

Parent Working Group
One parent from each care center

Meets quarterly

Other ICN Parents
Other parents who are part of ICN but not ready for a
network leadership role; may be active in care center

mentoring, online discussion, etc. Kept abreast of PWG
activities via newsletter or email.

Subcommittees
Membership: acquisition,
onboarding & mentoring
Communications
Learning Session Planning
Research

STRUCTURE: Parent Working Group
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Patients and Parents as Part of Network leadership

Trust

• Families need to trust that they are seen as full partners

• We need to trust that we are still needed

• We need to be able to give and take feedback and be
honest if one side is pushing too far too fast

• Get to know each other as people in order to establish
this trust, just as one would any co-worker
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Sharing tacit knowledge

Co-production at the
individual CARE center
level
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Levine Children’s Hospital:
Guidance for the IBD Journey

Riley Children’s Hospital: Easing
the Financial Burden
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Northwest Pediatric GI: Raising
Awareness & Building Bridges

Nationwide: Leveraging
Professional Experience
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Our PFAC Litmus Test

46

• Large scale impact?
• Inspire Support?
• Fit in QI?

• Burden to the team?
• Will we help?

Lessons learned from an ICN care team
parent partner

• What goes on behind the scenes; gave me a
greater appreciation for all my care team does
for me

• How to tell my story to frame it in a way that
will help others

• Lots of great ideas but a lack of man
power/time to implement them- made me
want to jump in head first and start helping in
whatever way I can

“But they must have a
lot of resources. We are
so busy.”
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Coproduction is not a Change to
Test
• Coproduction is not a new QI intervention. It’s a way of

doing work that helps you move further, faster, and in
ways that are more meaningful to families.

• Coproduction does not equal more work in the long run
but you have to put thought into working in this way

• When it becomes part of the way you do QI, it helps get
projects done

Common “fears”

• It will take more time that we don’t have

• We will air our “dirty laundry”

• Parents will want to focus on their own child’s care

• My  ideas won’t be needed or heard anymore

Key Drivers of Co-production

• Meaningful and varied opportunities
• Awareness of opportunities and how to participate
• Culture values coproduction
• Contributors have skills they need
• Mutual respect for expertise and experience
• Opportunities to learn from success and failures
• What’s missing?
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Changes to Test: Getting Started

• Talk as an improvement team about what coproduction
means to you and your improvement work. Talk about your
concerns and fears.

• Identify a champion who “gets” what parents and partners
bring to the table…someone who will make this way of
thinking prominent in all conversations

• Think about a few parents that might have good input into a
small-scale project—start small, start this week (start with a
list of 4-5 parents who are likely to want to contribute)

Feeling ready to start?

• Invite a parent to attend your next QI meeting

• Invite a parent to review an educational tool that
you haven’t updated in a while

• Ask a newer parent for feedback on the new
diagnosis process and one thing they would
improve

Bottom line: Just starting talking
and connecting as people.
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Examples of 90-Day Goals: Small
to ambitious
• Mercy: “Host advocacy event- education/resource

fair for IBD patients and families.”

• Greenville: “Identify and engage 2-3 volunteers
demonstrating commitment as parent leaders.”

• Iowa: “Identify at least 5 parents who are willing to
provide support to new diagnosis patients.”

Think big!

Discuss with one person at your table…

What would you like to say about local partnership
with parents/families at your care center that you

can’t say today?

What is the biggest barrier to getting there?
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Questions?


